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Thoughts are energy
from humans reaching
Sectors in the the Space
of Variations.

Energy passing through
a person’s body is
modified by his or her
thoughts. Upon exiting
the body, these thoughts
acquire parameters that
correspoond to these
thoughts.
These thought waves
convert a Sector of the
Space of Variations into
a material manifestation
in the physical world.

The Field of
Information

Each point on this
field can be a Cause
while another point
will be an Effect.

Humans are made of
conscious thought
(mind) and unconscious
thought (soul).
Soul is within immediate
contact with the Field of
Information. Mind is
connected to the
physical world reality.

Space of
Variations

A Sector on the Field of Information

Space of
s
Variation

The energy of a person’s
thoughts are dispersed
into space where they
interact with the
surriouding energy field.
A parameter of thought
frequency is tuned to a
certain Sector in the
Space of Variations.
When thought energy
falls within a Sector of the
Space of Variations, that
Sector’s specific variation
starts to materialize.
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From the book Reality Transurfing - Vadim Zeland

As a person’s thoughts change,
the parameters of those
thought waves acquire new
characteristics and the material
manifestation
of the person’s world moves
from the old Life Track to a new
Life Track.
On that New Track events
follow a completely different
Script in agreement with the
parameters of that person’s new
thought radiation.
Therefore, any person can eaiily
use their thoughts to choose the
Life Track and Sector they
want to travel in

http://www.transurfing.co.uk http://zelands.com/index.htm m+447450928976

Is a network for
moving matter
through space and
time.
The multitude of
forms that exist in
our physical
reality, must also
first exist in a nonmaterial reality as
well. The Space of
Variations is that
non material
reality.
From
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This Field holds the information about
every material object and it’s path
along an infinite number of points
in the Field of Information. Out of the
infinite variety of points, come what we
know as reality.

Each Sector has a
Script and a
Decoration. A
Decoration is what
a Script looks like
when it arrives in
the physical world.
The more space
there is between
these Sectors, the
greater will be the
differences in the
Scripts and
Decorations.
You can never
change a Script in
the Space of
Variations. You
can only choose a
different Script.

The Script is a
path where
matter is
transported.
There is no
limitation to the
number of Scripts
and Decorations
that could exist
in the life of a
person because
the Space of
Variations is
infinate.
A person’s life is
a chain of Causes
and Effects.
In the Space of
Variations, a Cause
and its Effect are
closely located.

Causes and Effects
in a Sector create
a person’s Life
Track.
An event can enter
a person’s life that
changes the
Scripts and
Decorations, but the
person must choose
the Sector he or she
wants rather than
fighting an
undesirable Sector.
in an effort to change
it.
The person must
choose a different
Sector that holds
what that person
wants. To choose
that desirable Sector,
The person must use
Intention.

